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Till Roenneberg is Professor of
Chronobiology at the University of
Munich. He studies the circadian
clock from its cellular/molecular
mechanisms up to the
consequences of shift work. He
received his education in Munich
and London, and worked in the
1980s with Woody Hastings at
Harvard. Since then, he has built up
the Centre for Chronobiology at the
Munich Medical School. For many
years, he has coordinated circadian
research and education in
Germany and in Europe. He is also
involved in reforming the University
curriculum, incorporating problem-
based approaches. He has
received international prizes for
both his research and his teaching.
What attracted you to biology in
the first place? Many of my
friends in high school were children
of famous biologists from the
nearby Max Planck Institute for
Behavioural Physiology — the
institute of Konrad Lorenz — where
I spent most of my free time. At the
age of 17, I started working during
vacations for Jürgen Aschoff, a
pioneer of circadian research,
evaluating data  from his famous
underground ‘bunker’. Aschoff was
the first to study humans under
controlled experimental conditions
in total isolation, so that their
biological clocks could ‘run free’.
Their regular ‘days’ deviated from
24 hours; in some subjects up to 48
hours or longer without their
noticing it. I was fascinated by this
‘biological relativity of time’. At
university, I started with physics,
changed to medicine, and ended
up with biology. My graduate work
concerned visual neurophysiology.
As a post-doc, I returned to Aschoff
and biological rhythms, which I
have investigated ever since.
Why circadian biology?
Chronobiology investigates how life
is organised into temporal
structures. One can study the
biological clock, its pathologies
and its consequences at all levels,
from molecules to behaviour,
genetics to shift work. I have two
main motivations: understanding
how evolution has solved specific
problems; and the possibility of
improving our lives, be it to prevent
mistakes we make or to treat
disease. I am interested in the
principles of life and in generating
concepts to describe them.
Chronobiology is driven by
concepts and questions, rather
than by methods; with every new
question, I learn a new method or
engage in a new collaboration. At
our conferences, molecular
biologists, physiologists,
ecologists, sleep researchers and
psychiatrists exchange ideas and
form new coalitions. This is just
how I want to work.
What advice would you offer
someone starting a career in
biology? Many young scientists
seem to think that modern biology
is somehow a fundamentally
different pursuit from the research
undertaken in the past. I would like
to challenge this attitude, and
suggest the following thought
experiment: pick a time in the
future (10, 20, 100 years from now)
and imagine what the world will be
like. Will there still be a toaster?
What will it look like and how will it
function? How will we
communicate? What will be the
latest methods and questions in
science? And so on. One can
practice this game by reversing it:
what and how correct were past
predictions for today? This game
develops a feeling for how short-
lived insights can be. What is
considered as fact today may be
smiled upon tomorrow. It also
fosters appreciation for past
achievements and, hopefully, a
curiosity for the original literature.
In many countries, the public
opinion about science is quite
low — why is that? One reason is
how science is portrayed. Many
scientists and teachers convey the
impression that Science ‘knows it
all’ instead of teaching how
Science works. It is sometimes
taken as a new form of ‘church’,
complete with dogma. In our
attempts to be good educators, we
find ourselves in a dilemma. We
make our explanations simple, so
as to be understood, while most
people intuitively know how
complex biology really is. This
creates a confidence problem, and
consequently some people turn to
alternative, esoteric explanations
which avoid simple causalities.
Science is not so much a catalogue
of explanations but a set of rules
that can incorporate any repeatable
observation, even if we cannot
explain it (yet). We should not be
afraid of stressing that nature is
complex and we do not understand
much of what is going on. We
would raise much less opposition.
What is the biggest challenge to
the scientific community in the
future? One of the most
successful tools in scientific
thinking is reductionism and
Occam’s razor. We will increasingly
have to abandon this simplistic
approach. I expect the next
conceptual leap in science to come
out of embracing complexity. We
are not nearly ready to do so — we
just don’t have the right thinking
tools yet. What has been coined
‘systems biology’ starts to
approach the complexity at the
cellular level, but more or less still
using traditional concepts.
Developing new and powerful ways
of dealing with huge,
interconnected systems, and taking
them beyond what happens in
cells, should produce completely
new insights. These will also affect
many of the causal explanations
presently given for biological
phenomena. To accomplish this,
the life sciences will need allies.
Who will these allies be? The
enormous success of modern
biology has created a kind of
epistemological incest. Modern
science is a child of philosophy,
which traditionally combined the
quest for answering life’s riddles
with scrutiny of the thinking tools
used in the process. These two
interdependent issues have
become separated: philosophy and
the life sciences have almost
stopped talking to each other. To
find new tools to deal with
complexity, it will be essential for
them to team up once more.
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